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Individuals recovering from addiction and treatment
advocates thank local first responders saving lives amid
overdose crisis.

Muddy and half-clothed, Chad Mercer woke up in the emergency room at
Cleveland Clinic Akron General last year, surrounded by cops and nurses.

He didn’t know exactly how he got there, but he had a good idea. After working
all night, Mercer, a self-employed carpenter, had bought $10 of what he thought
was heroin.

It was carfentanil, a synthetic opioid used for sedating large animals, like
elephants. It nearly killed him.

An acquaintance found Mercer in a bathroom and drove him to the hospital,
where the staff revived Mercer with the overdose antidote naloxone, according
to a police report.

Six months later, Mercer, 41, lives in transitional housing on CommQuest’s
Massillon campus, where he spent several months in residential treatment at
Wilson Hall. Mercer tears up when he talk about the people who saved his life.

“I definitely wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for them, and I’d just like to thank them
for not giving up on drug addicts,” Mercer said. “They can change.”
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This week, Mercer joined state leaders, other individuals in recovery and
treatment advocates to thank the police officers, firefighters, medics, nurses,
crisis workers and children services workers who work daily to save lives amid
an opioid-fueled overdose crisis that killed more than 4,000 Ohioans in 2016.

The Ohio Attorney General’s Office, the Governor’s Cabinet Opiate Action
Team and the Ohio Association of County Behavioral Health Authorities
sponsored the week of appreciation.

Locally, Stark County Mental Health and Addiction Recovery worked with the
Crisis Intervention and Recovery Center to give first responders flash drives
with a video of thanks, as well as information on how to take care of themselves
and how to protect themselves from fentanyl exposure.

CommQuest Services also released a video message from clients and staff, and
was delivering thank you posters to local agencies.

Allison Esber, Stark MHAR’s systems initiative manager, said it was important to
recognize the vital role of first responders who work long hours in extremely
stressful and demanding situations.

“We really can’t thank them enough for their great work in the community and
saving people’s lives on a daily basis, whether its regarding opiates, suicide or any
other physical or behavioral health issues that people may be experiencing,”
Esber said.

Fighting fatigue
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Treating overdose victims, sometimes the same one multiple times in a day, can
give first responders a feeling of futility. Experts call it compassion fatigue.

Mercer said he understood that repeatedly saving the same person over and over
can seem like a waste of time, but keeping them alive gives them the chance to
change their life and recover from addiction.

Before going to Wilson Hall a few months ago, Mercer estimated, he used heroin
for 15 years.

Mercer said he started drinking when he was young and continued to drink
while he was in the military. After a bad car crash, a doctor prescribed him
OxyContin, an opioid painkiller. When the doctor took him off the pills after
four years, Mercer started using heroin and fentanyl.

He tried methadone and Suboxone — medications to manage his craving for
opioids — “but my illness still progressed,” he said.

After his overdose in Akron, Mercer went to residential treatment at Wilson
Hall. There, he discovered his younger brother, Michael, was getting treatment
for his own addiction to opioid painkillers and heroin.

“It was like God put us both in this place at the same time,” Michael Mercer, 33,
said. “Such a coincidence.”
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Michael Mercer
gives thanks for
�rst responders
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Both brothers have jobs and are working toward the day when they leave
CommQuest and live on their own.

Before addiction took over his life, Michael Mercer worked as a firefighter in
another state. A felony conviction means he can’t return to that career, but he
encouraged first responders to keep going.
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“Just keep saving those lives,” he said. “Don’t get numb, because that life you are
saving is somebody’s mother, father, son or daughter and they get to go home
that night.”

Reach Shane at 330-580-8338 or shane.hoover@cantonrep.com
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